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Synthesis of Methcathinones
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[image: 4-MMC (mephedrone) synthesis. Complete video tutorial.]
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4-MMC (mephedrone) synthesis. Complete video tutorial.
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Reactions:
Spiridonov, Salvador, badboy345 and 5 others
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Khaafii


	
Jun 15, 2022






What is the name of the rubber that is on the hose, and the thermometer to make it airtight. So there will only go air trough the hose.



I am going to copy this. So if i do excatly what in this video is shown i will have pure uncut 4MMC? ( Mephedrone ).



Sorry to ask but i am not familiar with this product.



Also what are street prices for uncut 4MMC?
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HEISENBERG


	
Jun 15, 2022








KHaafii said:




Also what are street prices for uncut 4MMC?


Click to expand...




The profitability of production is very high. With large scale synthesis, the cost per gram can be $3-4. A fair price varies from region to region, but it's usually around $30 per gram +-.
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kemi and Yag3na0
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mr_pabloemilio


	
Jun 26, 2022






can u do video of making synthetic heroin? china white called ? [image: :D]
 gonna pay for it [image: :D]
DD
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bunny


	
Jun 28, 2022






What is the strength of the smell resulting from the reaction when synthesis. what level !!
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What is the strength of the smell resulting from the reaction when synthesis. what level
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Khaafii


	
Jul 5, 2022






It is recommended for large scale synthesis to allow the bromine and the 4 Methypropiophenone to react with each other for large scale. Or can this synthesis also be used on a larger scale? since when combining the first thing I mentioned, you have to buy Methylene chloride for that. I see that here in this syntesis that is not used.
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plancklong


	
Jul 9, 2022






At 9:03, the instructions say to add "100mL 5% sodium hydrocorbonate..."

Am I to assume that the "sodium hydrocorbonate" is sodium bicarbonate AKA sodium hydrogencarbonate with the formula NaHCO3?



Also, how would this work if the benzene were replaced with dichloromethane?
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Khaafii


	
Jul 10, 2022








plancklong said:




At 9:03, the instructions say to add "100mL 5% sodium hydrocorbonate..."

Am I to assume that the "sodium hydrocorbonate" is sodium bicarbonate AKA sodium hydrogencarbonate with the formula NaHCO3?



Also, how would this work if the benzene were replaced with dichloromethane?


Click to expand...




Yes, To make a 5% solution. Take one part by weight of powder and add it to 19 parts of water by weight of solvent. For example, dissolve 50 grams of sodium carbonate in 950 grams of water.
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MrNH


	
May 14, 2023






Metylamine free base 40% (aqueous solution) can be found
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Heineken


	
Jun 13, 2023






When he throw acetone he lost a lot product
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Maria Wang


	
Jun 16, 2023






Are there options to use an other solvent than benzene?

I know the method using ethyl acetate, but I'm not sure if using this here would imply unwanted side reactions or not.



If There are other solvents possible beside EA of Benzene,

I'm all ears



cheerz

Maria
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Heineken


	
Jun 16, 2023








Maria Wang said:




Are there options to use an other solvent than benzene?

I know the method using ethyl acetate, but I'm not sure if using this here would imply unwanted side reactions or not.



If There are other solvents possible beside EA of Benzene,

I'm all ears



cheerz

Maria


Click to expand...




dcm toulen ksylen dmso nmp
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TheVacuumGuy


	
Oct 7, 2023






In this particular synthetis, could benzene be replaced by an other solvent which is easier to obtain? If so, which one(s), and does the amount change, instead of 600ml?



Kind regards.



o crap. why didnt i see above post earlier. i guess toulen is toulene, is that a 1 on 1 replacement option? does the same apply for DMSO? (which is way easier to obtain)

 





Last edited: Oct 7, 2023
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daruinnn


	
Jan 22, 2024






Hey!



Can anybody tell me if the process to make 3CMC is exactly the same, only the 2b4c changes to 2bromo3chloropropiophenone? 



Thanks in advance!
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looking88


	
Feb 3, 2024






Does anyone know of any way to purchase the ingredients from anyone who would ship to US? [image: :(]
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Salvador


	
Mar 17, 2024








HEISENBERG said:




The profitability of production is very high. With large scale synthesis, the cost per gram can be $3-4. A fair price varies from region to region, but it's usually around $30 per gram +-.


Click to expand...




Hello, can you please tell me if it is possible to synthesize on a scale of one kilogram with the same instructions? How long should the stirring or heating time be? If there is a specific point, I would appreciate it if you could let me know.[image: 🙏🏼]
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HectorFromTroy


	
Mar 20, 2024








bunny said:




What is the strength of the smell resulting from the reaction when synthesis. what level !!


Click to expand...




From my experience it is a very smelly reaction but chances that someone will recognise the smell are pretty low.
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